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Wet, Wet, Wet! 
 

“But who wants to be foretold the weather? It is bad 
enough when it comes, without our having the 
misery of knowing about it beforehand.” 
  
- Jerome K. Jerome  
 

 
There’s another expression – “It never rains but it pours”  usually used 
when there’s a whole string of disasters and I suppose that heavy rain 
can bring disaster perhaps more easily for the shack dwellers than most. 
So, spare a thought or the odd rug for them at this time of the year. 
 
For us at Kelderhof Country Village, the rains have brought cold 
weather certainly but the good news is that, with the exception of a 

small section of Station Road, 
all our stormwater 
arrangements are working. 
Praise indeed is due to Norman 
and his maintenance team for 
having cleaned out the drains in 
advance of the downpours and it 
wasn’t a pleasant job. Rain of 
course brings relief from having 

to use expensive municipal water to irrigate and I suppose that it gives 
you the opportunity to establish whether there are any leaks in your 
houses and fix them accordingly! 
 
We’ve been threatened by load shedding which hasn’t happened but more recently, the development across the 
road; Sitari Country Estate have caused one or two outages when a cable has been nicked by an excavator, or in 
the whole process of putting in the services to that area. We installed a generator some months ago at the 
entrance to provide power for security and the fence and this has come into its own over the last couple of 
weeks although our brains in the office have been somewhat frazzled by the accompanying noise. 
 
So, the AGM has been and gone. It all went smoothly as we would all expect and the important business of 
approving the financials and appointing auditors was duly conducted. We had a good turnout of about 60 
members and a couple of questions on access arrangements and insurance policies from the floor. The 

 

FROM THE ESTATE 
MANAGER’S DESK 

SALES UPDATE 

Sales April and May 13 

Completed Houses on Site 179 

Houses Under Construction   32 

Levy payers                            341 

 



Developer wanted another Home Owner to join the Board so that the numbers of Board members will now be 
4 Developer appointees and 3 Home Owner appointees. Robert Miller resigned as Chairman and Board 
Member and was replaced by Glenn Davis whilst Chirene Joubert joined as the extra Home Owner  Trustee.  
 

YOUR BOARD THEREFORE NOW COMPRISES: 
Johan Grobelaar (Acting Chairman and Home Owner Appointee) 
Glen Davis (Chairman Designate and Developer Appointee) 
Gary Miller (Developer) 
Mark Tame (Developer) 
Dave Child (Developer) 
Philip de Jager (Home Owner) 
Chirene Joubert (Home Owner) 
 
We wish them well with their tenure and I’m looking forward to working with them by reporting fairly and 
accurately in order to help their decision making. 
 
We’ll be holding another informal meeting on 23rd July at Croydon Vineyard where I will present the latest on 
the estate and where you will be able to submit questions beforehand that I can answer then. More closer to the 
date. 
 
I’ve just returned from a conference hosted by The Association of Residential Communities (ARC) in 
Johannesburg and very useful it was too. It consisted of mostly panel discussions led by various luminaries and 
I was on the panel debating and discussing Codes of Conduct, Ethics, Social Responsibility and Dispute 
Resolution. Altogether a wide range of aspects concerning estates and estate living was discussed throughout 
the conference but in addition we had 2 excellent guest speakers; Clem Sunter on scenario planning and Dr 
Brian Jude on communication. I return better educated, refreshed with vigour and more confident that what 
we are doing at Kelderhof is very much in the right direction. By the way, much emphasis was placed on the 
CAISA (Community Associations Institute of South Africa) qualifications and I’m pleased to report that you 
have one of about 80 Estate Managers who is qualified! 
 
Enough from me and now, below is the nitty gritty of what has been happening or not on Kelderhof Country 
Estate.  
 

 
 

Rules are made to be broken? Actually, they are the heart of 
the lifestyle you’ve bought into! 
 
And by the way, they are changeable by the Board unlike the constitution which requires several 
hoops to be gone through. So, if you have any suggestions for changing the Code of Conduct at 
anytime, I would be happy to take it to the Board but perhaps bear in mind that this is the basis of 
how you and everyone else who has bought at Kelderhof chooses to live. 
 
I prefer to end on a good note but good news never sells but in any case, we’ll start with diplomatic 
reminders! 
 
Security. 
Dare I say it, but our security arrangements have improved considerably over the past 6 months with most 
residents buying into strict access control, improved patrolling and active cooperation with our neighbours in 
the village of Croydon. Personally, I am extremely grateful to Home Owners and to Xone and whilst no serious 
incidents have happened, you will have seen the press recently and there is no doubt that crime is on the 
increase and locally it has become more “Gauteng” like in nature. We cannot rest on our laurels and I ask for 
your support in ensuring that Xone continue their good work on the estate. 
 
To that end we constantly review the Code of Conduct as far as security in general is concerned and whilst we 
are strict about identification and driver’s licences we have alternative arrangements which can be made. 
However, driving through our booms and causing considerable damage as well as ignoring the instructions of 
our security guards is not one of them!  Please let your visitors know that we will not allow anyone without a 
drivers licence to drive on our roads and that they must have identification for their passengers, staff and other 
guests.  



Securerite. 
The latest is that we are not making any real progress either converting existing 
clients who are on “response only” contracts to the “armed response” contracts or 
getting new residents to sign up. From a general estate point of view, Home 
Owners can do what they like as far as their own security arrangements are 
concerned except that they must use Securerite. What we would like is to get to 
the magic figure of 100 “Armed Response” clients so that Securerite can place a 
dedicated vehicle in this area. At present, the nearest vehicle is at Firgrove and 
Securerite patrol the estate from time to time.  
 
We would encourage you to regularly review your own security arrangements and so that you have a sense of 
what the estate provides if you don’t already know, have a word with Noel Hans, our Xone Supervisor. Then 
you will be in a good position to decide what you should do with Securerite. They in turn will be conducting 
house calls in the not too distant future and running a competition of some sort but we will let you know the 
details as soon as we have them. Remember also that they have offered residents of Kelderhof Country Village 
a good deal. Please get hold of Les Claasen (0860103099 or e-mail: les@securerite.co.za) She is approachable, 
helpful and efficient. 
 

Dogs. 
At the conference in Johannesburg last week, there was constant mention of the 3 P’s – Pets, Parking and 
People. We are not alone in having to deal with the balancing act as far as reasonable living and conduct of pets 
and their owners are concerned so this is a repeat on behalf of all of those residents, builders and domestic 
staff who are chased and harrassed by dogs as well as arriving home with a smelly, sticky unwelcome gift on 
the bottom of their shoes.  
 
Of course none of the offenders read this but we hope to make a little difference! If you walk your dogs, they 
must be on a lead and if along the way, they decide to drop a log or two, then you must pick it up and dispose of 
it at home. That’s it! But I have asked our patrols to keep an eye out because it is causing a certain amount of 
disquiet and they will fine without warning and by the way the new fine is R200 for each. 
 
Tenants. 
Again a reminder that it’s potentially dangerous from a security viewpoint and embarrassing when we have no 
clue that a new resident is moving in. Very simply, we need a visit to the office and a copy of the lease and for 
those of you who haven’t provided either/or, we need to see you. 
 

Post Boxes. 
As you know, we are looking into the viability of putting up post boxes at the entrance but meanwhile, your 
post is delivered by Security who combine it with a knocking on doors, PR exercise. This is a slightly tenuous 
use of security but until we have an alternative, it will remain as is. They however, have asked that you make 
arrangements to have a postbox attached to your houses so that they either don’t get eaten by dogs or face the 
wrath of a surprised owner or can deliver if noone is at home. It puts a khybosh on thePR exercise but at least 
they will be able to deliver your post successfully and in a dry condition. 
 

 
 

The good news starts here! 
 

Landscaping. 
The progress looks as though it is slowing down but I can assure you that it isn’t! We’ve planted more London 
Plane trees along Station road at the Eastern end whilst closer to the big bridge Crown have replanted 30 
Waterberry Trees from the Faure end of the estate.  
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Meanwhile, composting has begun at the triangle of land on the north side, roads have been sprayed, all empty 
erven have been cut and the parks are really beginning to look terrific.  

The entrance has been weeded and in some areas plants have been relocated whilst new plants have been 
planted so just watch the colour in a couple of months’ time. We wanted to create a good impression at the 
entrance and I’m looking forward to seeing the result.  
 
Crown Landscaping  with Andrew on site here, supervised by Johann Dipenaar have done a superb job and 
whilst it all seems to be small steps, these little impressions really make a difference to the value of properties 
on the estate.  
 
The Portal. 
Apologies for the repetition from last month’s newsletter but all of these are important aspects of making life 
easier and more pleasant at Kelderhof. You should have received a “Welcome to the Kelderhof Country Village 
Community Portal” e-mail.  It is now important that you populate your details so that you don’t miss anything 
and more importantly that no confusion arises from a security point of view. 
 
The tool is both private and public in that you will be able to continually update your contact details, view your 
invoices and statements and have private “conversations” with the estate office. Moreover, we will be able to 
communicate generally using the portal and this newsletter can be sent out to all the right people not just a 
select few! But the message is that it is very much up to you to keep your details, car registration numbers, e-
mail addresses phone numbers etc up to date. 
 

The Lifestyle Centre. 
It’s all happening at the Central Circle! Building has begun and frenetic activity has meant that the Lifestyle 
Centre is now a reality and if you would like to see the plans, they are available at the office. 
 
Pressing questions will now be asked about what you would like to do with the centre and to that end, I will be 
putting together a survey and therefore a very democratic process will take place to determine what will be 
offered there. Perhaps put a wish list together so that when the survey comes out, your say is well prepared! 
More from the Developer below……. 
 
Informal Meeting coming up. 
Please diarise 23rd July for our next informal meeting at Croydon Vineyard. We dealt with the budget amongst 
other things at the last one and I intend to bring everyone up to date with what is good, what is bad and any 
plans in the pipeline. It is informal and I am happy to field questions of a general nature which you think might 
be of interest but I do ask that you submit these by e-mail to me beforehand so that I can give a comprehensive 
answer.  
 
It will start at 6pm and I have no intention of waffling for too long because it is equally important that we have 
time to share a glass of something together afterwards and for you to meet other like-minded “Kelderhoffians”!  
 
Keep dry and keep warm! 
  

Roddy Wakeford  
Estate Manager 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 



 
 

DEVELOPER’S CORNER  
 

Central Circle and Lifestyle Centre Update. 
Good news – the Building Plans for the Lifestyle Centre have 
been approved and construction has begun on the Central 
Circle! Jéan van Marcke of PPS Construction is underway 
with the earthworks, foundations and brickwork of the 
Lifestyle Centre and those of you living on the Estate will no 
doubt follow the progress of the construction closely. 
 
Once the brickwork has been completed and the wet weather 
has subsided we will be in a position to provide realistic 
completion dates for the Lifestyle Centre. 
 

Remember the Wireless and Fibre Optics Providers . 
Sonic Wireless have taken the risk of installing fibre optics but also have the option of wireless for you and 
whilst I know that many of you have gone the ADSL route, I would encourage you to get them to quote. Please 
call Corne Ellis on 076 413 8754 or James Wilkinson on 076 834 9795  
 
!  Click here to download their price list.  
 
 

 
 

   

  

 

Bianca Solz pictured left (021 700 5444 - bianca@percipient.co.za) and Sandy 
Fourie (021 700 5445 - sandy@percipient.co.za) are the Managing Agents’ team 
responsible for the accounts and statutory administration for The Kelderhof 
Country Village OA.  So, for accounts queries, please talk to them; they are very 
amenable and happy to help.  
 
Bianca will also be helping with the settling down process with the new Portal and 
she will provide support for those struggling to update their contact details, not 
receiving what they are supposed to and any other issues. 

 

 

NOTES FROM THE MANAGING AGENT  



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Hornette Botha: 021 843 3163 / 082 820 4845   Alistair Ormerod: 083	  431	  9013 
E-mail: harcourts@kelderhof.co.za 
	  
 

 
Rain has certainly not interrupted play at the sales office! The Developer’s 
sales, private house sales and plots are keeping us very busy to the extent 
that we’d like to welcome Nicki Piek as a new member of the Harcourts’ 
dedicated Kelderhof team. Nicki will be assisting Hornette and Alistair at 
the sales office so please feel free to pop by and say hello. 
 
 

 
 
The property market is going through an unusual phase at the moment with 3 very different attributes.  
 

• Houses valued up to the R2.7m mark generally command a seller’s market (more buyers than homes) 

• For homes on the market from around R2.7m to R4.5 m we have a balanced market with, roughly 
speaking similar numbers of buyers and sellers 

• Above the R4.5m mark we are experiencing a buyer’s market (more sellers than buyers) 

Specific to Kelderhof Country Village, owners have been surprised at how well their houses have fared in the 
market. Of course we don’t want you to sell and leave us but you might be interested in discovering your 
current property value. Drop us a line, call us or visit us at the office or show house to find out more.  
 
As a final flourish from us, we have a new row house offering from the developer. A 144sqm duplex home with 
covered braai and stoep priced from R1 415 000. This will be a really comfortable lock-up-and-go so if you 
know anyone who may be interested….. 
 
Regards to one and all,  

Hornette and Alistair 
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